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Abstract

The Electricity theft is an economic issue for the electricity company due
to unbilled revenue of consumers who commit such action. In a regulated
scenario the company needs to fit within the laws of a regulatory agency
(ANEEL in Brazil) and the loss of revenue is a problem that can compromise
the compliance with regulatory targets and business efficiency. The objective
of this article is to analyze how the energy theft impacts on the economy of
the regulated company, consumers and society as a whole. Through the
economic model Tarot (Optimized Tariff) it was possible through a concise
and comprehensive manner to analyze the regulated electricity market using
simulations and discover in which points the company operates optimally
and through it to determine the economic indicators.
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1. Introduction1

The sale of electricity is the main form of revenue for a power distribution2

utility. However, not all purchased energy from generators is sold to energy3

consumers. Part of the purchased energy is lost due to the electrical losses4

from the conditions and characteristics of the network and another part is5

lost in form of technical and commercial losses. The sum of technical losses6

with non-technical losses represents the global system losses. Non-technical7

losses on distribution represent a major impact on company revenue because8

of the energy that is not billed.9

When the amounts of these losses begin to get too high the electricity utility10

should worry because its billed revenue become lower. An economic analysis11

will be done in this paper in order to demonstrate how these losses growth12

exclusively from electricity theft impact on the financial diagram of the com-13

pany. Moreover, an analysis of how the electricity theft affects the social14

indicators such as the consumer surplus and the social welfare will be carried15

out.16

A study of the company in the regulated scenario with and without electric-17

ity theft will also be conducted in order to determine one or more optimized18

tariffs in order to obtain the economic added value of the electric utility equal19

to zero, which is a regulatory requirement imposed by ANEEL (the Brazilian20

electrical energy regulatory agency).21

Other non-technical losses such as fraud, billing errors and measurement,22

among others, will not be considered in this article, which initially focuses23

exclusively on electricity theft Penin [1] Smith [2] Amin et al. [3].24

For countries in which electricity theft is not a problem, the economic model25

of this paper has also its importance. Thinking that electricity theft causes26

an unbilled revenue to the company, for other not billed revenues it can also27

be used as for example in frauds, government facilities which does not pay28

for electricity and so on.29

Figure 1 represents the global energy losses on a subsystem segregated into30

technical and commercial losses and their subdivisions:31

32

The electricity theft represents the deviated energy, or the energy that is33

not registered by the meter. Figure 2 illustrates this phenomenon:34

The energy that leaves the transformer is lost in form of electrical losses and35

the energy that feeds the consumers is called required energy.36

Where:37
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Figure 1: Losses Representation of a Power System

38

Figure 2: Energy Theft Schematic in Distribution Network

T1: Transformer.39

M: Electrical Energy Meter.40

E1: Total energy supplied to consumers after technical losses.41

Ceq: Equivalent Energy Consumer.42

43

2. Theoretical Reference44

2.1. Consumer Model45

A consumer model in general can be expressed by the amount of energy46

required in relation to the price of the electricity and its utility or value of use.47
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If the utility, converted into monetary values provide a greater benefit than48

the payoff or the cost that the consumer will have to purchase the good, then49

it can be said that consumers are having an economic surplus, also known as50

consumer surplus. Figure 3 and equation 1 can represent this statement:51

Figure 3: Consumers TAROT Model.

S = U −R (1)

Where:52

53

U: Consumers Utility in the use of Electricity.54

R: Consumers Payoff / Electric Utility Revenue.55

S: Consumers Surplus.56

57

The electricity consumers can be represented by a linear model of con-58

sumption. The parameters that characterize consumer preferences by the59

product electricity can be synthesized through their eagerness and satiety.60

The curve that illustrates this model can be represented by the equation 2:61

62

T = a− b ∗ E (2)

Similarly the amount of consumed energy can be calculated by equation 3:63

64

E =
a− T

b
(3)

So, consumer utility in acquiring the good energy is represented by the65

integral of the consumption curve in relation to energy as indicated in equa-66

tion 4:67
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68

U =

∫
(a− b ∗ E)dE = a ∗ E − b ∗ E2

2
(4)

Moreover,it is possible to calculate the energy purchased by the consumer,69

which can be expressed in the form of revenue for the electricity utility by70

equation 5:71

72

R = T ∗ E = (a− b ∗ E)E = a ∗ E − b ∗ E2 (5)

Consumer surplus represents the difference between the utility and the rev-73

enue and it is represented by equation 6:74

75

S = U −R =
b ∗ E2

2
(6)

Where:76

77

a: represents consumers eagerness.78

b: represents consumers satiety.79

E: represents the amount of energy available to purchase.80

T : represents the energy Tariff.81

82

2.2. Electricity Utility Economic Model83

The model of the electricity company in a regulated scenario can be rep-84

resented by TAROT (Optimized Tariff economic model) presented on Figure85

4.86

TAROT Arango et al. [4], Arango et al. [5], Arango et al. [6], expresses the87

interaction of the electricity company with consumers who buys energy. Both88

providers and users are portrayed by sub-models whose objective is to com-89

bine simplicity with adherence to the actual conduct of market players.90

The Appendix contains a brief description of both sub-models and how to91

combine them to explain the electricity market model.92

93

Where:94

95

e ∗ E: Variable Costs.96

p∗E2

B
: are costs related to technical losses.97

d ∗B: net depreciation or portion of investment.98
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Figure 4: Electricity Utility TAROT Model.

p, e, d: are adjustable coefficients intended to approximate the costs to real99

situations.100

B: Investment in physical system or network.101

E: Energy sold.102

EBIT: Earnings Before Interests and Taxes.103

t: tax aliquot over EBIT.104

NOPAT: Net Operating Profit After Taxes.105

rw: coefficient of return on capital invested.106

B: Remuneration Basis or Investment.107

V: Economic Value Added.108

W: Economic Welfare Added.109

110

In the TAROT model of Fig. 4, V can be expressed by equation 7:111

112

V = (1 − t) ∗
(
T ∗ E − p ∗ E2

B
− d ∗B − e ∗ E

)
− rw ∗B (7)

And The Revenue by equation 8:113

114

R =
T

b
∗ (a− T ) (8)

115

The calculation of the optimal tariff is necessary in order to determine the116
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value of the tariff that should be charged to electricity consumers in a regula-117

tory situation. In other words, the situation where the economic added value118

of the electric company is equal to zero, which is a regulatory requirement of119

ANEEL.120

Inserting equation 3 into 7 and assuming V=0, results in equation 9:121

122

α ∗ T 2 + β ∗ T + δ = 0 (9)

123

124

Where α, β e δ are given by equations 10-12:125

126

α = −1

b
− p

b2 ∗B
(10)

β =
(a+ e)

b
+

2 ∗ a ∗ p
b2 ∗B

(11)
127

δ = −rw ∗B
1 − t

− p ∗ a2

b2 ∗B
− d ∗B − e ∗ a

b
(12)

128

Therefore, by using equation 9, it is possible to verify that there are two129

optimal values for the tariff (T) that lead the electricity company economic130

added value become zero, thus attending the regulatory paradigm.131

These optimal tariffs points that meet the regulatory model are given by132

equations 13 and 14:133

134

T1 =
−β −

√
β2 − 4 ∗ α ∗ δ
2 ∗ α

(13)

and:135

T2 =
−β +

√
β2 − 4 ∗ α ∗ δ
2 ∗ α

(14)

136

137

2.3. Inserting Energy Theft in the Economic Model of a Regulated Company138

As Arango et al. [7], when there is the presence of electricity theft, it139

is observed an increase in the energy consumption of a subsystem. Thus,140
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equations 15-17 that express this increase can be represented as follows :141

142

E0 = EF =
a− T

b
(15)

143

E1 = (1 − θ) ∗ 1 − T

b
+ θ ∗ a

b
=
a− T ∗ (1 − θ)

b
(16)

144

∆E% =
θ ∗ T
a− T

∗ 100 (17)

145

Where:146

147

E0: represents the amount of Energy in a situation with absence of Elec-148

tricity Theft.149

E1: represents the amount of Energy in a situation with Electricity Theft.150

E1F : represents the billed Energy in a situation with Electricity Theft.151

θ: Percentage of Total stolen Energy.152

153

The representation in the case of energy theft is a little different. The154

energy required for this case increases, which causes an increase in the vari-155

able costs of the company and also an increase in the costs of the system’s156

technical losses.157

In contrast, the power utility revenue decreases due to the reason that the158

energy thieves are not paying for it. In other words, the energy billed de-159

creases. Figure 5 shows in diagrammatic form the economic analysis of the160

electric company for electricity theft case:161

In the electricity theft condition the revenues billed by the the company162

decreases with the amount of theft according to equation18:163

164

R1 = T ∗ (1 − θ) ∗ a− T

b
(18)

165

It is possible to verify that the share of energy billed by the electric company166

drops as the percentage energy theft increases.167

Moreover, the technical losses and operating costs for the electricity theft168

situation increase in relation to the case of theft absence. This can be easily169

explained because there is an increase in power consumption from the elec-170

tricity theft given by equation 17.171
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Figure 5: TAROT Model of Electric Company with Energy Theft.

So, the economic added value of a company in a theft situation can be rep-172

resented by equation 19:173

V1 = (1 − T ) ∗
(
T ∗ E1F − p ∗ E2

B
− d ∗B − e ∗ E1

)
− rw ∗B (19)

174

175

The calculation of the optimal tariff will occur in order to verify which176

tariff should be charged to electricity consumers in a regulatory situation. In177

other words, the situation where the electric company added value is equal178

to zero, which is a regulatory requirement of ANEEL.179

After some algebraic developments it is possible to reach the equation 20:180

α1 ∗ T 2 + β1 ∗ T + δ1 = 0 (20)

Where the parameters α1, β1 e δ1 are calculated by the equations 21-23:181

α1 =
θ − 1

b
− p ∗ (1 − θ)2

b2 ∗B
(21)

β1 =
(a+ e) ∗ (1 − θ)

b
+

2 ∗ a ∗ p ∗ (1 − θ)

b2 ∗B
(22)
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δ1 = −rw ∗B
1 − t

− p ∗ a2

b2 ∗B
− d ∗B − e ∗ a

b
(23)

182

That is, using the equation 20, it is possible to establish that there are two183

optimal points of tariff on a electricity theft situation that causes to an elec-184

tric company the economic added value to be zero, respecting the regulatory185

paradigm. Therefore:186

187

T ∗
1 =

−β1 −
√
β2
1 − 4 ∗ α1 ∗ δ1

2 ∗ α1

(24)

188

T ∗
2 =

−β1 +
√
β2
1 − 4 ∗ α1 ∗ δ1

2 ∗ α1

(25)

189

190

Algebraically, through the proposed model it is possible to determine the191

threshold of electricity theft percentage in obtaining the optimal tariff. For192

this, the equation 26 must be obeyed:193

194 √
β2
1 − 4 ∗ α1 ∗ δ1 = 0 (26)

195

196

Inserting equations 21-23 in equation 26 and solving it is possible to reach197

the equation 27:198

199

ρ ∗ (1 − θ)2 + ω ∗ (1 − θ) = 0 (27)

200

201

Where:202

203

ρ =
(a+ e)2

b2
+

4 ∗ a2 ∗ p2

b4B2
+

4 ∗ a ∗ p ∗ (a+ e)

b3 ∗B
+

4 ∗ δ ∗ p
b2 ∗B

(28)

ω =
4 ∗ δ
b

(29)

204

Solving, it is possible to reach the energy theft threshold by the equation 30:205
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θ1 = 1 +
4 ∗ δ
b ∗ ρ

(30)

206

207

θ2 = 1 (31)

208

209

That is, for values of θ greater than θ1, the electricity company can not210

get an optimal tariff to be able to balance its revenue with its costs. This211

can be explained by the fact that with the increase in electricity theft the212

company reduces its invoiced revenue. In contrast, their costs tend to in-213

crease due to the increase in energy consumption of the system. Thus, from214

a determined threshold value of energy theft, it becomes impossible for the215

electricity company to have its economic value added equal to zero.216

Therefore, with company and consumer parameters it is possible to calcu-217

late the electricity theft percent threshold for any power distribution utility,218

which is a very valuable information in terms of how much the company must219

invest to reduce their theft in order to reach the region of the threshold value.220

221

3. Simulations without Electricity Theft222

In order to analyze how the theft of energy impacts on the economy223

of an electricity company, and more, consolidate and validate the proposed224

economic model, it is presented an analysis for a power distribution company225

without theft of energy and subsequently with electricity theft.226

For this modeling, it will be used Tables 1 e 2, that presents the consumer227

and company parameters for the economic market model: The data from the228

Table 2 were extracted from ANEEL [8].229

Table 1: Consumer Data
Symbol Meaning Value
a Eagerness 5300 [R$/MWh]
b Satiety 200 [R$/MWh2]
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Table 2: Electric Utility Data

Symbol Meaning Value
T Tariff 500 [R$/MWh]
e Variable Costs Coefficient 252 [R$/MWh]
p Technical Losses Coefficient 3600 [(R$/MWh)2]
B Investment 3750 [MR$]
d Depreciation Coefficient 0,05
rw Investor Remuneration Percentage 7,26%
t Tax Rate on EBIT 34%

3.1. Scenario without regulation230

Fig. 6 presents an analysis of a scenario without regulation and in the231

absence of electricity theft, using data of Tables 1 and 2:232

233

Figure 6: Simulation of a non-optimal point with no Energy Theft.

From Fig.6, it is possible to verify that the electricity company is having234

positive economic added value, which does not meet the regulatory require-235

ments of ANEEL. Therefore, the company must choose an optimal tariff in236

order to have the added value equal to zero.237

238
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3.2. Scenario with regulation239

Figure 7 represents the simulation with optimal tariff 1 and Figure 8 the240

simulation with optimal tariff 2:

Figure 7: Simulation at the point 1 of optimal tariff - Absence of Theft.

241

Figure 8: Simulation at the point 2 of optimal tariff - Absence of Theft.

4. Simulations with Energy Theft (θ = 10%)242

In the following topics it will be developed simulations primarily based in243

an electrical company with a non-optimal tariff, representing an electricity244
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utility in a deregulation situation. Subsequently, simulations will be per-245

formed with the utility’s tariff at its optimum. As represented in the theo-246

retical framework, the regulated company by the proposed model works in247

two points of optimum represented by T ∗
1 e T ∗

2 .248

249

4.1. Electricity Utility working in a scenario without regulation250

Simulating with data on Tables 1 e 2 and inserting the electricity theft251

percentage of 10%, TAROT model presents the results for a not regulated252

electric utility shown by Figure 9 :253

254

Figure 9: Simulation of a non-optimal point with Energy Theft (θ = 10%).

Comparing with the same situation but with theft absence according to255

Figure 6, it is possible to verify that the theft destroys economic value added256

to the electricity company. Moreover, the consumer surplus increase because257

of the increase on utility caused by the increase on consumption and decrease258

of the payoff in reason of some consumers not pay for electricity.259

4.2. Electric Utility working with optimized Tariff - Regulated Scenario260

The same simulation was done now, but with optimized tariffs (T ∗
1 and261

T ∗
2 ). Figure 10 shows the case of optimal tariff 1 and Figure 11 shows the262

case of optimal tariff 2 :263
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Figure 10: Simulation on optimal tariff point 1 - Energy Theft (θ = 10%).

Figure 11: Simulation on optimal tariff point 2 - Energy Theft (θ = 10%).

4.3. Threshold electricity theft percentage in achieving Optimized Tariff264

Using equation 30 is possible to determine the threshold of the percentage265

of electricity theft to obtain the optimum tariff:266

θ1 = 0, 79715267

That is, for energy theft value greater than 79,715 %, it is not possible to268

obtain an optimal tariff, because that revenue is no longer able to cover the269

costs.270

271
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4.4. Study of Theft Variation in the Economic Indicators of a Regulated272

Company (V=0)273

It is known, from the TAROT economic model, that a regulated company274

operates in two points of optimal tariff.275

Through the generated simulations it was possible to assemble the following276

table with the main economic results of the electric company, consumers and277

government.278

It is possible to verify by Tables 3 and 4 that for the company operating in279

the optimal point 1, the results of the consumer surplus and social welfare280

are worse than the company working at the optimum point 2.281

282

Table 3: Situation of optimal tariff 1 - (*All Values in [MR$])

θ T ∗
1 U R S V W G

0 5276,11 631,54 630,11 1,43 0 1,43 140,25
15% 5223,35 20944,36 1701,55 19242,81 0 19242,81 140,25
30% 5143,90 37811,87 2810,38 35001,49 0 35001,49 140,25
45% 5012,78 51221,96 3959,34 47262,62 0 47262,62 140,25
60% 4758,10 61169,19 5156,83 56012,36 0 56012,36 140,25
75% 4012,64 67709,17 6457,12 61252,05 0 61252,05 140,25
79,71% 2798,60 69419,39 7100,22 62319,17 0 62319,17 140,25
80% It is not possible to obtain an optimal Tariff

Table 4: Situation of Optimal Tariff 2 - (*All Values in [MR$])

θ T ∗
2 U R S V W G

0 300 70000 7500 62500 0 62500 140,2
15% 356,8 69995,1 7495,1 62499,97 0 62499,97 140,2
30% 440,2 69987,6 7487,8 62499,83 0 62499,83 140,2
45% 575,3 69974,7 7475,3 62499,31 0 62499,31 140,2
60% 834 69964,7 7449,6 62497,15 0 62497,15 140,2
75% 1583,5 69833,2 7356,4 62476,80 0 62476,80 140,2
79,71% 2798,6 69419,4 7100,2 62319,17 0 62319,17 140,2
80% It is not possible to obtain an optimal Tariff

Moreover, increasing the percentage of electricity theft , the optimum283

tariff 1 starts to fall because the amount of energy increases. This occurs in284
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reverse regarding to optimal tariff 2, in which the electricity theft leads the285

electric company to increase the tariff to balance their finances.286

287

The payment for the government through taxes did not have a change288

because it is a percentage of EBIT.289

It is possible to see that operating at the optimal tariff 1 and varying the290

percentage of theft, the company operates at higher tariffs and less energy.291

On the other hand, for the company operating at the optimal tariff 2, it292

achieves lower tariffs and higher amount of energy.293

There is a threshold percentage of energy theft, wherein the electric company294

is not able to manipulate the tariff to obtain economic value added equal to295

zero. This fact can be explained because the billed revenue decline at a point296

that it would be unable to balance with their costs. Figure 12 illustrates this297

situation:298

299

Figure 12: Variation of the Optimized Tariff with Energy Theft of a Regulated Electric
Company (V = 0)

Therefore, the region inside the curves represents the set of points in which300

the company is adding economic value (V > 0). On the other hand, the301

region outside the curves represents the set of points in which the company302

is destroying economic value (V < 0).303
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5. Conclusions304

Through the proposed economic market model it was possible to verify305

that a regulated electricity company can operate in two distinct points of op-306

timal tariff. Looking to the consumer’s perspective the higher optimal tariff307

causes a decrease in surplus, due to a higher payoff, reason by it becomes308

preferable the T ∗
2 .309

The increase of energy theft in a regulated electric company (V = 0), caused310

a variation on optimized tariffs (T ∗
1 ) e (T ∗

2 ), leading to convergence as the311

theft reaches its threshold.312

Through the parameters of the consumers and of the electricity utility, it is313

possible to determine the percent of theft threshold. That is, as consumers314

and utilities have different parameters, the theft threshold will be distinct.315

Therefore, it will not be appropriated if the regulator set the same theft goal316

to all electric utilities.317

The electricity theft despite of reducing the economic value added of the com-318

pany (V), increases the socioeconomic welfare (W). This can be explained319

by the fact that consumers are increasing their utility (consumed energy in-320

crease) and reducing its payoff (R), because they are not paying for energy.321

Thus, the consumer surplus (S) increases more than the reduction of the322

economic value added (V). Although the theft causes an increase in socioe-323

conomic welfare (W), this act is considered illegal and regulators should in324

the first instance act in favour of what is ethically correct.325

326

6. Appendix327

TAROT (acronym for Optimized Tariff) is a model based on demonstra-328

tion of the company’s value. It combines the EVA calculation methodol-329

ogy, worldwide popularized by the company STERN and STEWART with330

ANEEL regulatory procedure for tariff revision. TAROT is based on a struc-331

ture of expenditures (G), appropriate to electrical distribution system, which332

relates the costs in proportion to sales, technical losses and depreciation on333

investment. Starting from the revenue (R), results taxable gains (EBIT =334

R - G) and taxes (X = t.EBIT). Finally, capital remuneration is subtracted335

(Y = rw.B) where (B) is the investment and (rw) the cost of capital (WACC336

- Weighted Average Capital Cost).337

338
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